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INTEGRAL FORMULAS ON PROJECTIVE SPACE
AND THE RADON TRANSFORM OF
GINDIKIN-HENKIN-POLYAKOV
Abstract
BO BERNDTSSON
We construct a variant of Koppelman's formula for (0, q)-forms with val-
ues in a line bundle, 0 (l), on projective space. The formula is then ap-
plied to a study of a Radon transform for (0, q)-forms, introduced by
Gindikin-Henkin-Polyakov . Our presentation follows along the basic lines
of Henkin-Polyakov [3], with some simplifications .
Introduction
In two papers ([2] and [3]), Gindikin-Henkin, and Henkin-Polyakov have
developed a theory of a Radon transform for differential forms on domains in
projective space . The two basic results are that the Radon transform defines
an injective map on the_ Dolbeault cohomology groups (Le . that the Radon
transform of a a-closed differential form is zero if and only if the form is 8-
exact), and an inversion formula which, among other things, gives a description
of the image of the map . As a matter of fact [2] and [3] give two different
inversion formulas, of which the latter works in greater generality and at first
looks quite different from the earlier one .
The aim of this paper is to give proofs of those results using weighted integral
formulas (cf .[1]) . This is in no way radically different from the methods in [2]
and [3], but in our view it leads to some simplifications . Let us explain briefly
what they consist in .
_ The starting point
a-closed form, f, as
in [3] is a "Koppelman's formula" which represents a
f =aK(f)+R(f)
so that áK(f) is "th_
	
a-exact part"and R(f) is a remainder which vanishes if
f is a-exact . Then one goes on to show that R(f) can be related to the Radon
transform . Henkin and Polyakov obtain this descomposition by lifting the form
f to (the sphere in) Cn+l , by means of the projectivn map
7 : On+ 1 --> Pn
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and then using a classical formula in e"+ 1 . Instead of this we will construct
an explicit kernel directly on P" . What this amounts to is that we don't need
to integrate over the fibers of the map 7r, which makes our formula simpler and
more explicit . As it turns out the freedom to chose weight factor enables us
to treát fórms with values in the standard line bundles, 0 (l), on P" . From
the form of the kernel one can then read off almost directly the definition of
the Radon transform. We can also give a rather simple proof of the inversion
formula by letting the weight vary . Finally we also note that the different
inversion formulas of [2] and [3] can be viewed as coming from different choices
of weight .
Once again, it should be stressed that we have no results that are basically
new, but that the difference lies mostly in the presentation . Since thus our
aim is partly expository we have tried to make the paper as selfcontained as
possible, starting with a preliminary section with background material about
projective space .
As is the case in [2] and [3] our paper deals with forms of bidegree (0, q) or
(n, q) . The construction of integral kernels on P" in the general case of (P, q)
forms is more difficult . In a last section we sketch how a recent idea of C.
Laurent-Thiebaut and J.P . Demailly can be used here . They showed how one
can construct kernels on a complex manifold given a holomorphic connection
on a complex vector bundle over the manifold . In their formalism, however,
there appear certain "parasitary terms", which depend on the curvature of the
connection . It turns out that, in the case of P", the curvature that enters
has a particularity simple form, which enables us to push their construction
one step further and get rid of the undesirable terms. We have not applied
this construction to the problem of the Radon transform, but give it mostly as
curiosa .
0 . Preliminaries on P"(O)
P" (C) (or briefly P") is the set of equivalente classes
"+1
where
if there . is a nonzero complex number A such that
z = \w .
We say that z = (zo, - - - z") are the homogenous coordinates of the point [z] .
A hyperplane in P" is a set of the type
"
II e = {[z] ; 1: Ijzi = 0}
0
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where ~ E Cn+1 \ {0} . Similary, a q-dimensional plane in Pn is an intersection
of (n - q) hyperplanes in general position, Le . a set of the type
n
where (em) is linearily independent .
Pn is covered by the (n + 1) open sets
Given such a section
Ui = {[z] ; zi ,~ 0},
each of which is biholomorphic to C n under the map'
zo zi-1 zi+ 1 zn
zi zi zi zi
The complement of Ui in pn is the hyperplane {[z] ; zi = 0}, sometimes called
the hyperplane at infinity (relative to Ui ) .
For each integer l we have a line bundle, 0(l), over pn defined by the tran-
sition functions
gik =
(zk
-)i on Ui n Uk .
zi
Thus a section to 0 (l) is a function fi on each Ui such that
f
7 =gikfk on Uinuk .
m = l, . . .,n - q),
is a well defined function on Cn+l which is homogenous of degree l in z . Con-
versely the same equation defines a section to 0 (l) if f is l-hómogenous in z .
Hence we may identify sections to 0(l) with l-homogenous functions on Cn+ 1 .
In particular a homogenous polynomiál of degrée l defines a holomorphic section
to 0 (l) if l > 0 .
Next we consider differential forms on (open sets of ) Pn . Since
7r : e n,, ---> pn '7r ( z ) = z
is surjective, (or rather Since d7r is surjective) the pullback, 7r`, of forms on Pn
to C n+ 1 is injective . Therefore we can identify a form on p n with its pullback,
which simply means that we write the form in homogenous coordinates . If for
instance we chose inhomogenous coordinates
z1 zn
zo zo :
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on Uo, a (1, 0)-form, on Uo can be written
where the coefficients fi can be considered as 0-homogenous functions of z .
Thus
f =~ fidz=~(fi/zo)dzi - (~zifi)dzo = ~Fi dzi .o z
Here the coefficients Fi satisfy
n
zi
f = ~ fidz
1 0
a) Eo Fi zi = 0 and
b) Fi are homogenous of degree -1 in z .
If, conversely, Fi satisfies a) and b) the lame relation can be used to define a
form on Uo and a similar relation works on any Ui . Hence a) and b) characterize
the projective forms of bidegree (o, i), i . e. the forros on e n, 1 in the image of
ir* . More generally we have :
A form f on C n+ 1 of bidegree (p, q) is projective if and only if
( 1) (f,
alzlz
A g) = 0 and (f,
alzlz n g) = 0
for all forros g, and moreover the coefcients of f are homogenous of degree
(-p, -q) in z andz respectively .
Here the brackets stand for the scalar product on forros induced by the
standard metric on C n+ 1 (the forros dz, n dzj = dz1 n . . . . dzi, n . . . . dzi, form
an orthonormal basis on (p, q) forms if (zo, . . . , zn ) are orthonormal coordinates
on Cn+1 , and forros of different bidegree have scalar product zero) .
It is enough to verify this claim at a given point p E C"+ 1 , and we can choose
orthonormal coordinates so that [p] = [1, 0 . . . . 0] . We take
zi
zo
as inhomogenous coordinates on Pn near [p] . At p
dwi =
dzi .
zo
Hence a projective form will not contain dzo or dzo which means that (1) holds .
If conversely f does not contain dzo , dzo
f = j:fjjdzl Adzj = j:(frjzózo9)dwI Adwi
at p which defines f as a form at [p] .
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The operation of interior multiplication is defined by
if f, h, g are forms . Thus, we see that if f is projective and h is an arbitrary
(r, s) form whose coefficients are homogenous of degree (s, r), then hj f is again
projective .
Let us finally study forms on Pn with values in 0(I) . Such a form can be
thought of as a scalarvalued form fi on each Ui such that
fi =
( zk)l fk
zi
in homogenous coordinates . So, written in homogenous coordinates a form of
bidegree (1, 0) with values in 0 (l) is a form
where
a) Eo Fi zi = 0 and
b) Fi are homogenous of degree l - 1 in z .
On Ui we can consider the (n, 0)-form
This is clearly a nonvanishing (n, 0)-form and a simple computation shows that
Hence
Since any scalarvalued (n, 0)-form f can be written
where the fi must satisfy
k k dz0
wi = ~(-1)
0
i
= (zk)n+'wk
zi
f - f'wi
fi = (zi )n+1 fk
zk
we see that the bundle of (n, 0)-forms
(n, q)-form with values in 0 (l) can be
in 0 (l') where
(hj f, g) = (f, ! A g)
on Ui fl Uk, i . e .
z~ f, =
zkfk
n
wi = (-1)? A dz
;
=i zi
A . . . . dzk A . . . . dzn
zn+1
l' =l-(n+ l) .
on Ui fl Uk .
on Ui
on Ui fl Uk
is isomorphic to 0(-(n+l)) . Similary a
identified with a (0, q)-form with values
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1. Integral kernels on Pn
In this section we will construct integral kernels for the á-operator on do-
mains in P" . They will operate on forms of bidegree (n, q) or (0, q) with values
in a line bundle 0 (l), and satisfy a version of Koppelman's formula . In [3],
Henkin and Polyakov have obtained such formulas by pulling forms on Pn back
to the sphere in e n+ l using 7r* . Here we will work directly on Pn writing our
kernels in homogenous coordinates . First we recall the construction of weighted
integral kernels in en (cf.[1]) .
Consider a domain D C en with smooth boundary. Let
s=(si~ ,sn) :DXD~e n
be a Cl-function satisfying
is(S,z)j C CiS - z1	and j(s,S - z)j ? elS-zlz
uniformly for E D and z in any compact subset of D . Here for S, q E en
(S,0 = L. S, ni .
Then let
Q :DxD-->~n
be any C1 -function . With s and Q we identify the (1, 0)-forms
which we denote by the same letters . ' Let G(t) be an holomorphic function of
one complex variable defined in a region such that the following formulas make
sense, and which satisfies G(0) = 1 . We then define
n n
s = E sj d(Sj - zj ), Q = r Qi d(Sj - zi )
Here G( k ) is the k-th derivative of G, and the a is taken with respect to 5 and
z . Let K,,, be the component ofK of bidegree (p, q) in z and (n -p, n- q -1)
in S, and define Pp , q in the same way. We then have the following result (cf .
Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 of [1]) :
(1)
s n k
n
k
K )
k (a)n-1 (5Q)
= 1: (~ Glkl «Q, S - z))
(s -~ S z)n-kk=0
(2)
_
P (-1)
n+1
n~ Gln z)) (-jQ)
Here K,,,~, =: 0.
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Theorem. Let f be a (p, q) form in C1 (D) . Then
f(Z) = CP",n (ID
D
f(S) AKP,q (S, z) - f óf(S) A KP,q (S, z) +
a
+(-1)P+q+1
(jz
L f(S) A KP,q-1 (S, z) + f f(S) A PP,q (S, z)))D D
To be quite accurate the theorem is stated in (1] only under. the assumption
that Q(S, z) be holomorphic in z in which case P.,q vanishes for q > 0 . However
the same proof gives the result as formulated here .
We refer to (3) as Koppelmans formula and our first objective is to generalize
the construction to domains in projective space . First we consider the case of
(n, q)-forms . The construction follows precisely the same pattern as in the case
of C" . Wé write the kernels in homogenous coordinates, using two d_ifferential
forms s and Q . Tb.e novelty is that we must make sure that s and óQ define
projective forms . Therefore we suppose as given a domain D in Pn and two
functions
S,Q :DXD-~Cn-11
satisfying :
i) s (S, z) is homogenous of degree -1 in S and 0 in z .
ii) (s, z) = Eo s, zi = 0 .
iii) is(S, z) 1 < Cd(S, z) and 1 (s, S) ? cd2 (S, z)
uniformly for S E D and z in any compact part of D. Here d is any distance
function that behaves like the euclidean distance in local coordinates (a specific
choice will be given later but is unimportant so far) .
iv) Q(S, z) is homogenous of degree -1 in z and 0 in S .
v) (Q, z) = 1 .
As before we denote also by s and Q the forms
s
n
and Q = E Q; dzj
0
(since we are dealing with (n, q)-forms we use dzj instead of d(Sj - zj)) . If
conditions i)-iii) are fullfilled s is a projective (1, 0)-form with values in 0 (1)
when considered as a form in z (cf. a) and b) of sec . 0) . As a form in S it is of
degree (0, 0) and takes values in 0 (-1) . Clearly Q is not a projective form but
we claim that aQ is . It is enough to prove this in each 7r-1(Ui ), so assume e .
g . that z0 7É 0 and put
Q = (Qo -
ZO
,Q1, . .,Qn)-
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Then ¡he form
Considered as
and as a form in
now state :
_ n
Q = 1: Qi dzj
0
is a projective form in z with values in 0 (0), hence the
which equals aQ . Note that aQ also takes values in 0 (0)
In analogy with formulas (1) and (2) we put
n-1 S n (as)n- 1-k n_/ (aQ)k
=K :(_1)k (S,S)n_kk=0
/`5)
p = (_ 1)n+1
(n)(Q' ,)N-n(D9)n.
l=-(N-k)+(n-k)=n-N
f(z) = Cn,q {f f(S) n Kq (S, z) -
aD
+ (_1)n+q+1 (áL f(S) A Kq-1 (S, z) +
D
af (S) n Kq (S, z)+
and define Q', S', z' in the same way. Then ii) implies that
so
soto + (S', z') = 0
S r z r
(s, S) = so So + (S', z') = So (S'' So zo )
r z r r zr
-(sr( So' zo ), So zo)
same holds for a Q,
as a (0,0)-form in S .
a form in z the k-th term in K takes values in 0 (l) with
z in 0(-l) . As it is easy to see the same goes for P . We can
Theorem 1 . Let f be a (n, q) form in C1 (D) with values in 0(1) where
l <_ n. Put N = n - l and define K9 and P9 as the componente of bidegree
(n, q) in z and (0, n - q - 1) in S of K and P respectively . Then
f (S) n Pq (S, z))Í
Proof. The hypothesis quarantees that f n Kq etc are scalarvalued as forros
in S so the integrals make sense . By a partition of unity we may assume that
f has its support in one of the sets Uj , say in Uo . We may then also assume z
lies in Uo since Uo is dense in P" . Put
by i) . In the same way
We also have
and
and K*, P* as
so that
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(Q, S% = Q0So + (Q', S~) = So ( -1-z0	( ,,
z0
_
zo ))
_
S, z'
S, z'
=
zo(1+(QI (So'z0)'
_
So
zo))
l > -n. Let N= n + l . Then
n n n ,
si dzi = zo s.i d =
zo
i: si
(S
, z, )d
zi
0 1 zo So 1 So zo zo
1
n
,z98~QJdzj =á(-+zo~QJd-) _
o zo 0 zo
_ n Sr z' zi
= a~QJ(So' zo )d zo,'
1
Since S'/So and z'/zo are inhomogenous coordinates on Uo, (6) follows directly
from Theorem 0, applied to the form Só -n f. M
So far we have considered only (n, q) forms . The case of (0, q) forms is dual .
One way to look at things would be to change the role of the variables . So let
us define
S * (S, z) = s(z, S)
Q* (S°, z) = Q(z, S)
K* -
1
:(-1)k(k)(Q*,z)N-k
S*
.A(5,()nnk
k
(aQ*)k
0
p* = (_1)n+1(n)(Q*,z)N-n(DQ*,)n
K* (S, z) = K(z, S) and P* (S, z) = P(z, S) .
Then we find, either by repeating the proof of Theorem 1 or just by taking
duals of (6),
Theorem 1' . Let f be a (0, q) form in C1 (D) with values in 0(l) where
(6') f (z) = Cn,9
{la
f(s) A Kq (s, z) -
ID
af (s) A K9 (s, z) +
D
+ (_1)q+1(5
fD
f(S) AKQ-1 (S, z) + ID
f(S) A P9 (S,z))}
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Remark . Recall that the bundle of (n, 0)-forros on W" is isomorphic to
0 (-(n -}- 1)), so that a 0 (l)-valued (n, q)-form can be considered as a 0 (l -
(n -h 1))-valued (0, q)-form . Then we see that Theorem 1 gives a Koppelman
formula for (0, q)-forros with values in 0(1) for l <_ -1 . Hence, together with
Theorem 1' we have formulas for all the line bundles 0(l), and actually both
formulas work if -n < 1 < -1 .
We shall now exemplify Theorem 1 by giving a choice of s and Q that works
for D = P" . As Q we can take
We claim that
z~
Qj
_
Iz1a
To chose s we start by deciding what
so that Q = a log IzI2 .
(s, S) =: -D (S, z)
should be . By analogy with the Bochner-Martinelli formula in e" we take for
1 the square of the distance between S and z .
If S an z are in C"-1-1 we put
where ~ n z denotes the exterior product and we take norms in na en+ 1 . Thus
oD(S, z) = 0 precisely when [S] = [z] . Then put
(7) (s, S)=1 and (s, z)=0.
For this, note that for z fixed 1 is a quadratic form
z) _ ajk(z)SiSk
The corresponding bilinear form is
aik (z)wi Sk = (w n z, S n z)
where the scalar product is in hz C"+ 1 . Hence
~
wi
a~
"~q
=(wAz,fnz)
which equals 0 for w = z and -D for w = S . Thus condition ii) is satisfied and
to get also i) we replace s by
Then
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a) 0<q<nandl<0or
b) 0<q<nand-n<1 .
_ ss
If Iz[2
.
the natural distance function on P" . Using those choices of s and Q we obtain
the following well known corollary to Theoem 1 and 1' (cf Theorem 1 .4 in
Corollary . For the Dolbeault cohomology groups of pn we have :
HOq(p n , 0 (l» = 0 if
In case 1 >_ 0 we have the following representation formula for an element of
H0,0(pn,
0(1))
( 8 ) f(z) = Cn In f(S)(aálogiSl 2 )n
.
Proof. If f is a-closed a (n, q)-form and 1 < n, Theorem 1 gives
f(Z) = Cn {a
J
f (s) A Kq-1(s, z) +
J n
f(s) A Pq (s, z) }-
But Pq = 0 if q < n, so a) follows by identifying f with a (0, q)-form with
values in 0 (1 - (n + 1)) . In the same way b) follows from (6') since P* is of
bidegree (0, 0) in z . Formula (8) follows from (6') when q = 0 .
2 . q-concave domains in Pn
Let D be a domain with smooth boundary in Pn . We say (cf.[3]) that D is
q--concave if for each point [z] E D there is a q-dimensional projective plane
containing [z] that lies entirely within D. We assume moreover that the plane
can be chosen so that it depends smoothly on [z] .
F,zample : Let
Dq = {[z] ;
IZO 12 + . . ., Izg1 2 > Izq+i12 + . . ., Izn12} .
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Write
z' = (z0, . . .,zq),z', = (zq+i, . . .,zn) .
We shall describe all the q-planes in D. Any such plane can be given as
II = {[z]} ; Az = 0}
where A is (n - q) x (n + 1) matrix of maximal rank . Since 11 C D
(1) Az = 0 -~, Iz I
)
Iz11I .
Write
A= (A', A")
where A' is of order (n - q) x (q + 1) and A" of order (n - q) x (n - q) . Then
Az = A'z' + A" z" .
From this we see that A" must be nonsingular since otherwise some point
z = (0, z") would lie in D contradicting (1) . Hence we may multiply A from
the left by (A") -I which doesn't change the plane II, i . e . we may assume
A" = I. Then (1) says that JIA' 1I < 1 . In conclusion we see that the set of
q-planes in Dq can be identified with the set of (n - q) x (q + 1) matrices of
norm strictly less than 1 .
Let [S] be a point in D9 and let As be the matrix corresponding to the linear
map
zr ---, -
z o
.S
1
"
Is'12 5 .
Since S E Dq , IIAÍ 11 < 1 . Moreover As S' + 0 so [S] lies in the plane defined
by A, . Hence D9 is q-concave .
We shall now construct a representation formula for (n, r) forms in a q-
concave domain .
By hypothesis we can find, in a smoth way, for each [z] E D a q-plane, n(z),
such that
At least locally, II can be represented at the set of S such that
n
(~k (z),S) _ j(z)Sj = 0, k = 1, . . .,(n - q),
0
[z] E H(z) C D.
where the functions {k are smooth and homogenous of degree 0 . Then we can
choose, locally in z, functions cpl , . . . , cp" _ q depending on ~ and z such that
n- q
~(pk (S, z) el (z), S) ? 0
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with equality if and only if [S] E 1I(z) . One possible choice is
such that
and let
(pk
= W, O/IS12
but we shall see later that the choice is not important . Let us note however
that we can also assume that cpk is homogenous of degree -1 in S and 0 in z .
By means of a partition of unity in z we can finally find a function
S' :Df xD.,C" +1
(3) (S' (S, z), S) > 0 with equality iff [S] E II(z) .
Moreover s' can be represented as
n - q
S =
rpk
tS~ z)
Ck
(z)
i
locally in z . Hence, for [S] E áD s' satisfies the requirements i) -- iii) of the
previous section . Our next objective is to modify s for [S] E D so that those
conditions will be satisfied for all [S"] E D .
To this end we let s" denote the choice of s of the previous section i . e .
~
1
/Isl 2 [z1 2 ,
S=s'+p(0s"
where p is a function that is positive inside D and vanishes to order 1 on aD .
Now we can define the kernels K and P by formulas (4) and (5) of section
(1) . We will leave the choice of Q open for the time being, requiring however
that Q be independent of S (and homogenous of degree (-1) in z as always) .
Recall that this is the case for the "standard choice" Q = aiog Izl z .
Let us now see what the representation formula in Theorem 1 gives when
r <_ q (we are dealing with forms of bidegree (n, r) in a q-concave domain) . We
also suppose q < n, since q = n means D = P", which is the case treated in
section 1 .
Since the kernel P is of pure bidegree (n, n) in z we have P ,, = 0 . Hence
the only obstruction to solvability of the ó-equation comes from the boundary
integral which we will now evaluate . In our definition of s, (5), the second term
20
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gives no contribution when S E aD. This is clear if p is not differentiated, but
it also holds for the differentiated term
since f is of full degree in ds so that 5p can be replaced by dp in the integral,
and dp = 0 on aD.
Hence s can be replaced by s' in the calculation of
and we will then use (4) . We find
(6) ós' = 8Z s' -l- 8S S' =
n-q n-q n-q
_ 5z,pk n ¿k + Ipk az ek + ÓS pk Ik ,
1 1 1
where we write Ck also for the form
From this it follows immediately :
áp n s",
JsEaD
~ f(S) n Kn , r (S, z),
We are looking for the component of K that is of degree (n - r - 1) in ds and
only the third term in (6) contributes . Hence the part of
S' h (as, )n-k-1
that we are interésted in must contain a factor
i:~Okek
n (EÓSrk n SCk)n-r-1í ,
which means that we have a product of (n-r) of the forms Stk, k = 1, . . . , (n-q).
Thus, if r < q, some form {k must occur twice ; whence
Kn ,, = 0 for S E áD if r < q.
Theorem 2. Let f be a a-closed form of bidegree (n, r) in the q-concave
domain D,-taking values in the line bundle 0 (l), where l <_ n . Assume r < q.
Then f is a-exact and we have
f (z) = cn {ázf f(S) A K,,, r (S, z) }
D
See also [3, Theorem 2.2] . In other words
if r < q, l <_ n. The first bidegree where we have non-vanishing cohomology is
r = q which we shall study in the remainder of this paper .
If r = q, (7) equals
(8)
where
and
Our kernel is
Hence we find for S E aD
(10)
= an,q
k+Jal=q
k<N
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Kn,q =
bN,k,a (Q, S)N
Hn,r
(D, 4(l)) = 0
an,gwq (;0) n S1 n . . . . en -q
an,q = (n - q - 1)i(-1)(n-q+1)(n-q)/2
n-q
CJq (~P) _ ~
(-1)rn
~P~
1
K - j:(k)(Q, S)N-k
(-1)k S A
(a()
S)n-k
A aQ
k=0
and we are interested in Kn , q when S E aD. Let us use the notation
=(,P1)a' . . .,(~Pn-q)a^-v lf a=(al, " . .,an-q)
Since all the forms ¿m occur exactly once in (8), the first term in (6) will not
give any contribution when we compute
s A (5s)n-k-1
k PaW, (IP) A (je)0' A (5Q)k A S1 A . . . , S n q
(~P, e, S) n-k
where a,,,, is some constant (not the same as before) and
bN,k.a =
(n
-
k~-
1)I (k)(-1)ka.
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Theorem 3. (cf. (3, Theorem 2.21) . Let f be a ó-closed form of bidegree
(n, q) in the q-concave domain D, taking values in the liase bundle 0 (l), where
l < n . Assume r < q . Then f is á-exact if and only if T(f) = 0 where
In that case
ProoL It is clear that if T(f)_ = 0 then f is á-exact so all we have to prove
is that if f is ó-exact then T(f) = 0 . Assume
Then
Hence
f n Kn,q = (-1)n+q g h asKn,q = (-1)n+, 9 n drKn,qaD aD aD
But the kernels K and P satisfy
and we are done.
so that
T(f) (z) = f
D
f(S) A Kn,q (S, z) .
a
f ( Z ) = 5. Cn,q f f(s) n Kn,,-1(s, z) .
D
f = ág.
dK = P where ~ :~ z
(this is what makes Koppelmans formula true) . Considering the components
of bidegree (n, q) in z and (0, n - q - 1) in S we get
d,Kn,q+d.Kn,q-1 =0
if we recall Pn ,, = 0, r < n . But we have already noted that
K,,,, = 0 for S E óD and r < q .
ds K , q = 0 for S E áD
If we put further restrictions on the homogenuity, l, the condition T (f) = 0
can be simplified a lot . We assume that
1<n-q
N=n-l > q.
Actually an analogous discussion could be carried out for all N >_ 0, but the
case N > q is simpler so we will be content with that case .
Let us look at the term whith k = q, a = (0, . . . . 0) in (9) . The term in
question is then
COn3t (`w, S)n-gWq
(IP) A S1 n . . ., S n-q n (-5Q)g .
Remembering that e and Q do not depend on ~ we are led to the following :
Definition. Let f be a (n, q) form with values in 0 (d), l <_ n - q, and let as
before N = n - l . Then the Fantappié transform of f is defined by
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F(f)(Sl, . . .,¿n-q,,,)= f
fAWg(10)
(rl,S)N-q .
aD (p, e~ S) n-9
A few comments are in order . First, N is chosen so that the form we integrate
takes values in 0 (0), so the integral makes sense . Second, if q = n - 1 and
l = 0 (so that N = n)
a
F(f)( ,~) = f f p(r
l , S) - f (1l,S)
D (~P, ~, S) laD (e,0*
This is precisely the Fantappié transform of Gindikin-Henkin [21 . In general
3(f) is' defined for all
and for all
17 E C n+l
(S1
. . . .
,¿n-9) E D* ,
where D* is the set of ¿ such that the q-plane IIF , defined by the equations
(Em,S) = 0 m = 1, . . .,n - q,
lies in D. This quarantees that F(f)(e,rl) is well defined and holomorphic in
¿ if we make an appropiate choice of cp . In case q = n - 1 it is evident that the
definition of F(f) does not depend on the choice of (p . We shall now prove :
Proposition 4 . The definition of F(f) does not depend on (p, provided óf =
= 0.
Proof. Assume we have two choices (cpó ) and (~P-) m = 1, . . . , n - q . Thus
(~p') are functions of ¿ and S such that
(P9 ,1, S) 9~ 0 for 1 E D*, S E 9D, s = 0,1 .
If X is a scalarvalued function we have the well known homogenuity property
W9(X<P) = X'-' W' (~P) "
Hence we may assume that
(12 ) «P .', 1, S) > 0, s = 0,1 .
Therefore we can define a homotopy
(P, = s(P 1 + (1 - s)<P o	0 < s < 1
and (12) still holds for 0 < s < 1 . We next need the following :
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Lemma 5. Let F(cp1 . . . . . .pn-q) be homogemous of degree -(n-q) . Then
the form
A = F(P)w', (sP)
is elosed.
Proof of Lemma: By Euler's, formula
Hence
dA =Ep- F d(pl A . . . . d<pn- q + (n - q)Fd<p' A . . . . dcpn _q = 0. M
cp
To continue the proof of the proposition we put
Then (13) implies that
This in turn implies
n-q m áFE cP a = -(n - q)F.
m=1
A __ w, (P ., )
( ,ps, ¿, S)n-q
and consider A as a form in cp and s for e, S fixed . Then, if we write
A=A,+A'
where A, contains ds and A' does not, we haue
(13) d~PA, +d.,A' =0
by Lemma 5. Let
d
1 -d' =
w, «Po) _ w
,
W1)~H _
- 0
aA
«P0, e, S)n_q (P1, e, S)n-q
.
w, (,Po) _ w,«P1)
a, H
_
«Po, e, S)n - q (,p1, E, S)n- q
which immediately gives the proposition .
For future reference we now note an invariance property of 3(f) . Consider
e = (¿1 , . . . , ¿n- q) as a (n - q) x (n + 1) matrix, cp as a row matrix and ~ as a
colum. Let g be a nonsingular (n - q) x (n - q) matrix. Then ge defines the
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same q-plane as £, so let us see how 3(f) changes if we change e to g¿ . Note
that
where
Note that
Thus (9) implies that
k+tal=q
k< N
(p, ge, S) = ( ,Pg, e, S)
so we can regard the change e to ge as a change of (p to (pg . Thus
~(f)(9 ,~) = f f
Aw'«p)
(r7,S)N-°
aD (Pg, e, S)n- °
A w' q _
faD (Pg, e, S)n- q
= (detg)-13(f)(¿,n)
by Proposition 4 . Here we have used the fact
w'«Pg) = detg
So we have proved
Proposition 6. If g E GL(n - q)
51 (f)(g1, 1) = (detg)-IF(f)(~, 7) .
The reason for the introduction of 3(f) was its relation to the operator T(f) .
More precisely, the term a = 0 in the definition of T(f) could be written
const . F(f)(¿,11)e1 A . . . .In-q A (di7)glf=f(zl .
n=Q (_)
We now note that all the terms in the definition of T (f) can be expressed in
terms of 3(f). If a = (al , . . . ,a-q) is a multi-index and a = (ao , . . . , an ) is
a vector we put
(14) (a * aY, = (a* aal
)a1 . . ., (a ala_q
)an-q
a . n aa . _ al aal- Íe ,n .
0 9
( _a )a 1 (n - q + ¡al - 1)! (a, s)~ o"a
" ae (P, ¿, S)n-q (n - q - 1)! (P, ~, S)n-q+ices
.
CN,k,ce ((Q,
S)
N-q (Q . )e,
«P, 1,
S)n-q A
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where
(15)
This in turn implies that
(16) T(f) =
= an,q Y: CN,k,a (rl ' óa 3(f)(~~ i)(d~)a A S1 n
. . . . en -" A (dri)k
k+ laI=q
AW'(P) ^ (á¿) 0' A El n . . ., Sn- q n (
'
5Q)k),
eN,k,a (
N
k )'
wheree = e(z) and ri = Q(z). Notice that it does not matter if we write dJ,
drl or á¿, árl since our form is of full degree in dz .
Theorem_ 7. Let f be a 8-closed (n, q) form with values in 0 (1), 1 < n - q .
Then f is ó-exact if and only if 3(f) = 0.
Proof. It follows from (16) and Theorem 3 that if ."{(f) = 0 then f is 8-exact .
On the other hand if
then 3(f) = 0 since
by Lemma 5.
f = ág
a w, (v) = 0
«P, e, S)n-q
Hence the Fantappié transform induces a one-to-one map on the cohomology
groups Hn ,q (D, 0(l)) if l < n - q .
For a á-closed form the Fantappié transform coincides with the Radon trans-
form which we shall now define .
Let el, . . .en- q be a linearly independent set which define the q-plane II¿.
We shall now change the convention of the previous paragraph and identify ~m
with the forms
Definition 8. Let f be a (n, q) form in D with values in 0 (1), l < n - q .
Put N= n - l . Then the Radon transform of f is defined by
(1) R(f)(e,rr) -
foreeD*, r1ECn+1 .
3 . The Radon transform
n
Cm = 1: ¿mds) .S
00
el A . . . ¿n- q J f(S) N-q
IS1 n . . .en-q
12 (rl~S)
Note that since f is of bidegree (n, q), we obtain a form of bidegree (q, q)
after taking inner products with the form 11 n . . . en - q . Thus integration over
the q-plane II F is a well defined operation .
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Theorem 9. Suppose f is a ó-closed form of bidegree (n, q) with values in
0 (1),1 < n - q. Then
(2) F(f) = en,gR(f) .
Proof. From the definition of R(f) it is clear that R(f) satisfies the same
transformation law under a change of frame as does 3(f) . Namely, if g E
E GL(n - q)
R(f)(ge,rl) = (detg)-1R(f)(¿,rl)
(cf. Prop . 6) . Hence we may assume that el . . . ¿"- g is orthonormal, and we
can chose orthonormal coordinates on C"+1 so that
11 = (0, . . . ,1, 0 . . . 0)
jn g = (0 . . . . 0,1)
are the last (n - q) elements of a dual basis . If we write
S' = (So,---Sg ) S" = (Sg+1,- . .Sn)
the plane Iie is then given by S" = 0 . In the definition of 3(f) we now take
So' = (e- , m - 1, . . . (n - q)
W, (S~~)
~(f)(e,17)=l
D ~S"I2n-2g
Af(S)(~1,5)N
Mere the integral is ó-closed outside the plane
He = fid ; S" = 0},
so what the theorem amounts to is a calculation of
á~S
w
~
~S
-
)
g Af(S)(~1,5)N-g
near II e in the sense of currents . This is a purely local question and since the
plane IIe is covered by the open sets
U; = i[S1 ; S, 7É 0} , .7 = 0, . . . q,
we can place ourselves in one of them, say Uo . We use inhomogenous coordi-
nates wj = Sj /So, j = 1, . n, and let w' = (wl . . . w g ), w" = (wg+1 . . . . wn ) . In
Uo
H = : W 9 (S") A f(S) (r), S)N-g =
lS"I2n-zg
- IwIQI(wrr)g
n (wo'f) n (rl, ( 1 , w))N-g .
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But it is well known that
w (wu~ó Snlzn-zq = en,,dwq+1 n, . . . dwndV
where dV is surface measure on H¿ . From this it follows that
where f is the coefficient of
dw 1 n . . . dwq n dw1 A. dwn
of the form w0 a f . But this is precisely
so we are done.
óH - en.q f f'(w',0)(17,(1,wó))N-1dV(w~)
v
(d-~q+1 A . . . dMI f (7, S)N-q
_ Proposition 10. Let = R(f)(s,r7) be the Radon transform of some
ó-closed form f, with values in 0(1) . Then
a) zp( . , rl) is holomorphic in e E D* .
b) O(e, -) is a homogenous polynomial of degree n - q - l .
c) if g E GL(n - q)
O(ge,rl) = (detg)-10(e,rl) .
d) If í¿ E Cn +1 líes in the linear span of t1 . . . . en-q , then -%(j, il + h) _
= tp(e,rl) .
Prooi a) follows from Theorem 9, b) and c) are obvious from the definition,
as is d) since (t¿, S) = 0 on II¿ if 1c lies in the span of t1 . . . . en-q .
Let io be a function that satisfies a) - d) . Property c) leads us to introduce
the form
f2,b
=
%b(e,
r/ ) t1
A
. . . en-q
where from now on we have returned to the old convention of letting
We consider SZ,p as being defined on the bundle over D
E_ {«[z], r1), e)+ ([z], 17) E 0(-1) ® Cn+1 ID, e E D* ,
(rl, z) = 1 and (fin`, z) = 0, m = 1. . . . n - q} .
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Then ft,p takes values in 0(l) . Observe that the condition (e', z) = 0 guar-
antees that ft,r is projective, and that a section, t, to E is a map
where still
k+J«l-q
k<N
[z] ([Z],n(z),e(z»
where g(z) is homogenous of degree -1 and e(z) is homogenous of degree 0 .
Note also that if g E GL(n - q) and we define
by 9([z], 17, e) = ([z],rl,g¿), then 9* (np) = ft,p, by c) . In particular the pull-
back of f2,p under any section t, depends only on the plane II F defined by e and
not on the choice of frame.
Inspired by formula (16) of section 2 we consider together with ft,p the form
CN,k,.( ri - )'iP(E,rl)(dj)a A¿' A . . . Sn_ _q A (drl)kAlt
N
CN,k,a = - (k )'
It is not hard to check that ft,p also satisfies the invariance property
g *A4) = ño
if g is a matrix in GL(n - q) . As a matter of fact this even hólds if g depends
on z, since each differentiation of g produces a factor e' and we already have
a complete set of those forms .
From this it follows that if
is a section to E the pullback
t :D-E
t*A+)
only depends on the q-plane defined by j(z), and not on the choice of frame .
In particular, if (tj is a set of local sections to E such that the covectors es
define the same q-planes on overlaps we have that
is a global form . In the sequel we will not distinguish between two sections if
they define the same q-planes .
_ From the previous section it is clear that if 0 = R(f), where f is some
8-closed form, and if t is some section to E then
Thus, in addition to the properties a) - d) of Proposition 10, ip has to satisfy
a certain differential equation .
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Proposition 11. Let ifi be a function satisfying properties a) - d) of Propo-
sition 10. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
el) If t is any section to E then at* (ñ p) = 0 .
e 2 ) On E, dñp = 0.
e s ) zp satisfies the equations
(In case 1 = n - q, ifi is independent of rt so the second set of equations is
void . If moreover q = n - 1 the first set of equations is also void.)
It is clear that e2 implies el, since
Moreover it will follow from the inversion formula that we shall now prove that
el implies e3 , since it is obvious from the definition of .ír that any 0 that can
be written
will satisfy es . What remains to be proved is thus that
we have found no slick proof of this fact we have resorted to the method of
brute computation, some indications of which will be given after the inversion
theorem .
In the proof of the inversion formula we assume that D satisfies one extra
assumption.
(A) . Let
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_a2,p
	
a2 ,G a2,0 a210
a£;a£k
aemae,
,
aeMani
= aema?7, ,
m,k=1, . . .n-q,9=0, . . . n .
at* (52,x ) = dt* (ño) = t* (dñ O ) .
0=3(f)
S-,IIj j=1,2
be two smooth functions that associates to S a q-plane II that lies in D and
contains S . Assume Ih is defined in a neighbourhood of aD and II 2 in a
neighbourhood of a given q-plane Ro in D. Then there is a similar function
SED
such that II = Hl asear aD and II = II 2 asear IIo .
e 3 implies e 2 . Since
Clearly assumption (A) holds if the set of all planes passing through a given
point is contractible, which is the assumption in [2] . (Hence in particular it
holds for D = Dq see example at the beginning of section 2) . In [31 the inversion
theorem is stated without extra assumption but no proof is given .
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_Theorem 12. For a function 0(e, rl) to be reprentable as 0 = R(f) with
f ó-closed it is necessary and su icient that 0 satisfy properties a) - d) of
Proposition 10 and property el of Proposition 11 . In that case
if t is any section
So let t be a section to E and fix a q-plane II( o ) in D . Say II( o ) is given by the
equations
and as e = e(S) we will take
0 = c , a R(f) with f = t' (ño )
t .D-->E.
Proof. All that remains to prove is that if zp satisfies conditions a) - d), e l )
then
y, = c , 9R(f ) with f = t - (ñ,4 ) .
(p 1 , S) = . . . (,,"-° , S) = 0
where (hl . . . . ícn-g) is orthonormal . We may even choose coordinates so that
(ttm,
S) = Sg+m
since the construction of Sz,p is invariant if we make dual changes of coordinates
in s, z and e, rl .
By assumption el, óf =0, hence
by theorem 9 . Thus the value of R(f) at p depends only on the choice of t
near aD, so by assumption (A) we can chose t any way we like near f(0). As
17 = i7 (S) we take as usual
e(S) = p when
F(f) = cn,q R(f),
m = 1, . . .n - q,
zED
S E 11(0) = II,
and then extend this definition of ~ to a neighbourhood of II,, . This we do as
follows :
For S lying in a neighbourhood of II,, we denote
IIr - iz] = [z,z, ] ; z ., =
lS, 1 Z SII
where z' = (zo . . .zg ),z" = (zg+l . . . . z ) . Clearly
W = II,, if S E I1,, (i . e . if S" = 0),
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so IIs C D if S is close to II,, . As our frame e(S) that defines the q-plane IIs
we take e' so that
Hence we get for the forms
and
By definition
where
{m , z ) = zq+m z1 . S9+m
1Sf 1 2
n n a
I»` _ 1: e;` (S)dS.i = 1: azi (e- (S),z)dSj =0 0
q
Si 2= dSq+m - Sq+m 1:
IS' 12 dSj
__ dsq .{-m - Sq+m a log IS
0
aem = Sq +maálog 1S
,
1
2 .
R (f ) a) = /TI . bal
J = L.i CN,k,a(77-aS)a4'
(5{)a n (a11)r~ n C1 n . . . S"-q
Fortunately enough, when ~ E II,,, S,+m = 0 for m = 1, . . . n - q, so the only
term in f that does not vanish on II,, is the one with ce = 0 . When S E II,,
and e(S) = p . Therefore
and
f = CN,q,010(¿, rl)(aa log Is'I2)q A dsq+l n . . . d~q+m,
Ittll
A
. . .,n
912J
f =CNq,00(/U,
I s 1 2)(aalogls'1 2 )q,. . .
R(f) (p,6)-CN,q,0J 0(,u, Is l12 )(ó',s')N-q(áalogls'12 )q .fn f
Recalling that 0 is a homogenous polynomial of degree n - l - q = N -
the variable i? we find
so the proof is complete.
R(f)(u, 6 ) =Cn,gIP(P,a')
(this is e.g . a consequence of (8) sec . 1) . But now property d) gives that
vG(w,a') =VG(m,6)
q in
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If ij j (S) _ 1 s ', the inversion formula we obtain is close to the one in [3] . But
of course we are free to chose 71 in many other ways. If q = n - 1 we can take
k,a
'lo
rl (S) _
(no, S)
when S lies close to aD, if rlo E D* . Then
an =o
so this time the only non-zero term in ft,p is
(1l . a )n
-1,J)e A (d¿)n-1 .
If we use the Fantappié transform instead of the Radon transform our inversion
formula can be written
la
S) N-(n-11
(~, b) =
C D (77-
a
)
n-1 1G£A (de)n_ 1
6,
~E=E(s)
(11, S)
This formula is the starting point of [2] .
Sketch of proof of Proposition 11 : As already remarked e2 implies el directly.
Moreover since we only used property el in the proof of Theorem 12, we have
that el implies that
(~, rl) = c f
A wQ (`P) (rl, S)N-q
8D (,p, e, S)n-q
for some f . But then e3 follows directly by differentiátion under the integral
sign . Thus all we need to prove is that e3 implies e2 . Here is an indication of
one way to see this . Let
,Po
,
- (rr .ae)ay .
Then
(5) dñO _ ~CN,k,.d,,1Ge' A (de)a A el A . . . In- ° A (drl) k +
k,a
+ i: CN,k,ade_ Y'a A (dj)°` A Cl A . . . tn-Q A (drl) k +
k,a,
SS
m
CN,k,a ( -1)m pa (d¿)at 1 , A S1 A . . .
Cm A . . . en A (dn)k
where we use the notation
a+1,n, = (al, " . .am +1, . . .an ) .
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het L' denote the vector field
Then
If ¡al+k=(q+1)
(de)« A
Cl A . . . ¿n_9 A (drl)k = 0
since a projective form can have at most degree n in dz. Hence
(6) 0 = La j (dj) - A el A . . . en-9 A (drl)k =
_ Fam(Lajdem)(d¿)° 1- A el A . . .In _ a (dr,) k+
m
+ E(-1 )m (L«jem)(de)c` n el h. . . . ¿n° n In- q A (drl) k +
m
L
a ,, a
- a?, ; . az;
.
i) La J dil = -dn ip' .
+ k(L'jdri)(de)' A
Cl
A . . . en -9 A (d17)k-1 .
Using e3 and homogenuity properties of ip' we find
ii) La jdIm =(k-N-1)df-Va-zm(la~+k=q+1) .
Using the homogenuity of o and the equations
=0 k :~ m
=0
which follow from c) and d) of Proposition 10 respectively, we find
iii) L- j ¿m = (k-N- 1)am 0` -1°' - (¡al + k = q + 1) .
Inserting i), ii) and iii) in (6), and using the obtained relation in (5) we get
dñ,p = 0. E
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4. Formulas for (p, q) forms
To start with, let M be a complex manifold' and let E be a holomorphic
vector bundle over M. We suppose E is endowed with some hermitian metric
and let v be the unique holomorphic connection in E compatible with the
metric . Together with E we consider the dual bundle, E*, and denote the
pairing between E* and E by
E.* XE.D(e,n)-(e,17)=EC .
The connection v induces a dual connection in E* (also'denoted v), by
d(e,r1) = (Oe,11) + (1,Vrl)
if ¿ and il are sections to E* and E respectively. The curvature of v is defined
by
OE11= v27, .
The fact that v is holomorphic means that
where v' is an operator of bidegree (1, 0) . Since v is the canonical connection
of a hermitian metric the fact that a2 = 0 implies that
Hence
If, with respect to some holomorphic frame
then
so that
v=a+v'
OE 7, = (v9+ áv')17 .
v'=a+0
a(v'71) = aa7, + (ae)i1- 0 A áil = -v'(ái,) + (ae)91,
OE q1 = (a0)71 .
Thus OE operates on a section as multiplication with a matrix of (1,1) forms .
We now make the very restrictive assumption that this matrix is a multiple of
the identity matrix, i . e . that
OE yl = ri O,
where 0 is a (scalarvalued) (1,1) form and multiplication is componentwise.
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Example: Let L be a hermitian line bundle and let
E=L0(C N x M) .
If the metric on L is given by h > 0 in some holomorphic frame then
0 = (a log h)I
and
In this very special setting we shall now generalize the construction in [4],
following the pattern in [1] .
Let e be an arbitrary section to E* and let n be a holomorphic section to E.
Consider the form
But
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O = (áa log h)I.
A = e(E,n) (51, V'n)n .
Since 97 is holomorphic
-J--5A = e(e,n) ((~ ,17) A
	
n(áe,áo'n) (~E~
aV'77=OE11=?7o
Since 1, = 0 . Hence
5A = e(e .'?) ((áj,17) A (
-áe, o',,)n - n(áe,17) A (áe, o',,)n -1 n o).
This leads us to define
and obtain
Bi=(ae,il)AAf 7=0,1, . ., n .
Using the fact that 80 = 0 we find that
áA, = B; - (n - j)B;+ 1 (where Bn+1 = : 0),
by repeating the same computation as above . Next we put
A* n! AkA (n - k)!
n
áA*
= ~ n.
(Bk .- (n - k)Bk+1) = Bo .o (n -k)!
Note that the form BO contains (n -!- 1) factors óe . From this we immediately
get
Lemma 13 . Suppose óe takes values in some holomorphic subbundle, F, of
E* where rank (F) < n . Then 5A* = 0 .
Now we let s be a global section of E* and replace e in the definition of A*
by
Then we get a form, still denoted A*, defined on M x C, and we have
('ja +-jm)A* =0
provided s takes values in some subbundle of E* of rank not exceeding n . Write
A* = Ai + Aá
where Aá is, the component of A* that contains d.1 . Then
da Ai +-im Aá = 0.
We now choose a global holomorphic section, 17, to E, and Suppose that
(1)
	
Re (s,17) > 0 .
We can then define
K is a form of degree (2n-1) defined on the domain inM_where strict inequality
holds in (1) . When we compute the integral we put da to the far left in the
form . Then
We can compute K explicity as follows
where
Kk = (n -k) (_1)n-k 1 00 e-A(S,n) (A)n-k-1 d.1 (s, V'17) A (ós, VI,,)n-k-1 A Ok .
0
Hence
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óK = - 8Aá = +/ daAá = -Ai ja=o = -en .
aE(O,oo), aE(O,oo)
K
j=-AS, AEC.
K= Aá .
aE(o,~)j
n-1
n~
K= E (n_k)t Kk
n~ (S, y , 77) A (8s, Vri)n-k-1 A Ok
(S, 7%)n-k
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This is clearly a generalization of the classical Cauchy-Leray form (take 0' _
a, O = 0) .
The idea to introduce a connection in the Cauchy-Leray form comes from
Demailly and Laurent-Thiebaut [4] . However, they consider only the first term
(k = 0) in the expansion ofK. In this case
aK° =0(1(s,17)1-(n-i))
so that, roughly speaking, 8K° = 0 modulo lower order terms . This is less
precise than our formula but on the other hand holds for arbitrary connections .
Following the same method as in [1] we can now construct weighted formulas .
Then we let Q be another global section to E* . We a_ssume there is a subbundle,
F, of E* with rank (F) < n, such that both s and óQ take values in F. Then
we can replace 1 in the definition of A* by
e=-As+Q
and define K in the same way as before . We then get by the same computation
n
aK = -A* la=o = -
n . e(Q,n) (jQ, VI,, )n-k n Ok = P.o (n - k)!,
Finally, arguing as in [1] we can replace the exponential in our kernels K and
P by any holomorphic function G(t), such that G(0) = 1. We then obtain the
following two kernels :
(2) K = %« G1a2) ((nw, rl)) (s'
717) n (as,
vlr/)a' n (aQ'
p~rl)«2 n DOia
(Si??)
«j+i
P -
DpG(p~l
((Q, ~r))(aQ, O'17)p, n 002, .
~p~=n
where Ca = -(-1)«' n!/(al + a2 + 1)a! and Dp = -n!/O1! .
We collect our result so far in :
Proposition 14 . Suppose s and Q are global sections to E* and that 17 is a
holomorphic global section to E. Assume the_re is a holomorphic subbundle, F,
of E*, with rank (F) <_ n, such that s and aQ take values in F. Then, if K
and P are defined as in (p)
áK=P
in M' = {(s, rl) 7É 0} .
(Up to now we have assumed that
Re (s, r!) > 0,
Let
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but since it follows directly from the formula for K that K is unchanged if we
multiply s by a scalar function, we may drop this assumption) .
We are now ready to apply this construction to projective space .
As M we take
and as our vectorbundle E we take
and our curvature form is given by
M = Cs+i \ {0} x cz+1 \ {0},
M x On+i so that also E` = M x Cn+l .
n
F = {(s, z, j) ; (S, z) E M and 1:zJ e' = 0},
0
and consider F as a subbundle of E` (note rank F = n). If 17 is
a section to E (represented in the natural frame) we put
Vil=d?7 - n81oglSl 2 =(dilo- loóloglSl, . . .,di7 - nnóloglSl 2 ) .
Then 0 is the canonical connection on E endowed with the metric
11 ,711 , = 1: 1'7i 1 , /10',
0 = áó log lSl2
We now choose the sections ii, s, Q and the function G(t) as follows
ni = (Si - zi ),
Si = -/1Sl2lzl2,
(<i =
ó log lzlz
j =0, . . .,n
ózj
G(t) = (1 + t)N lv > 0 .
ID = ls A z j' (see sec .
It is verified, as in section 1, that s and aQ take values in the subbundle F.
Hence Proposition 14 applies .
We now claim that both kernels K and P are projective forms with respect
to both variables S and z . First note that
(s, 0'71) = 1: s; dSi -E sj dzj - (s, S)a log iSl 2
since (s, z) = 0 . Clearly this form is projective in z and the connection is choosn
so that it also becomes projective in S . Hence the same holds for
á(s, o'7) = (as, 071) + (S, ??) 0
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which implies (ós, v'n) projective, since O is . In a similar way one shows that
(aQ, v'n)
is projective using the same argument as in section 1 .
Now write
n n
K=j:KP P=1:PP
0 0
where Kp and Pp are the componente of degree p in dz . It is easily verified
that Kp and Pp take values in 0(l) with
l=p-N
as forms in z and in 0 (-l) as forms in S . We can therefore consider Kp and Pp
as kernels on P n acting on forms with values in 0 (1) . Let as before Kp , 4 , Pp , q
denote the components of bidegree (p, q) in z .
Theorem 15. Let f be a differential fórm on pn of bidegree (p, q) with values
in 0(l), l < p. Define K and P by (p) with N = p - l. Then
z = en{
./ n
af n KP,9 + (-1)P_
+qáz	/
n
f A Kp,q + (-1)P+q /
n
f n Pp,q~'
P
This follows from Proposition 14 in the same way that Koppelmans formula
is proved in C n . This is based on the formula
Corollary .
óK = cn' [0] + P
(where [,á] stands for the current "integration on the diagonal") and we already
know that óK = P outside the diagonal 0. The fact that the singularity at the
diagonal gives the same contribution as in the classical case follows since near
the diagonal K equals the classical Cauchy-Leray kernel modulo,lower order
terms.
HP q (Fine 0) = 0 . for
HP,P(pn , 0) ,.Z~ e
and HP ,P is generated by (óáloglzl2 )P .
Proof. If áf = 0 the obstruction to solving
8g = f
p :~ q
is given by the integral
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1.- n
f(s) A P,,, (S, z) .
Since l = 0, N = p. This implies that in the definition of P the terms with
/i, > p vanish . Moreover the terms with Pi < p cannot have degree p in dz .
llence
Pp = c(aQ, dz)p A E)" -p =
= c(aalog Izlz)p A (aalog Isi 2 )^-p
which immediately gives the statement .
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